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Note:
Auditions for Ħolqa Drama 
will be held on Wednesday 
12 December at 14:00 hrs 
in the Theatre Studio Room 
E004.

Register your interest at 
secretary.jc@um.edu.mt
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Caps - L-Istrina

This year 17 bags of caps were collected for the l-Istrina 
Campaign coordinated by Greenpak. Thanks to all staff 
and students who helped in this project. Caps will still 
continue to be collected throughout the year for next 
year's campaign. 

Such caps originate from single use plastic bottles - 
mostly bottled water - so ideally this should and could 
be minimised by using multiple-use water bottles. 
Marker caps are also recyclable - also coffee jar caps 
and detergent bottle caps. 

Reminder: Benjamin Franklin
Transatlantic Fellows Initiative: Summer Institute

The Embassy of the United States of America is 
organising this initiative, which will be held during the 
summer of 2019. The initiative is open to young people 
aged 16 to 18, and its purpose is to foster relationships 
among young Europeans and Americans. Students will 
participate in a variety of activities such as training 
sessions, workshops, community-based programmes, 
study tours and cultural events. 

More information is available at the Office of the 
Principal.

Italian at SEC level
Students who studied Italian at SEC level are invited 
to participate in a research study entitled “Le strategie 
di relativizzazione nell’italiano L2 di apprendenti 
maltesi,” by Ms Rose Marie Callus.

Students who would like to participate are to send an 
email to Ms Callus at rose.m.callus.00@um.edu.mt

BOOKMark
The eighteenth issue of BOOKMark, the Junior College 
Library Newsletter is now out and can be viewed at: 

um.edu.mt/library/oar//handle/123456789/36969  

In the eighteenth issue of BOOKMark we continue 
with the second part of the feature regarding the 
University's Students Anthem and some background 
information about Mro Carmelo Pace. In On the Job 
we speak to advocate Dr Jennifer Cosaitis about what 
it takes to become an advocate and what the job really 
entails. We also have original works in both prose and 
poetry. In our sports feature we discuss the rules and 
regulations for playing futsal.  

We would love to hear from you! If you would like 
to contribute for the next issue of BOOKMark all you 
have to do is :
1. write an article on your preferred subject, which is 
not more than 1000 words (images can be included). 
2. poetry and short stories are also accepted in any 
language. If you enjoy writing, we would be glad to 
publish your works. 
3. if you enjoy reading and would like to recommend a 
book to our readers, why not send us a book review! 
Plenty to choose from in the JC collections!
4. are you a member of a student club? Tell us your 
experience. We'd love to hear from you!

Send us your work by not later then Friday 18 January 
2019 and we shall include it in the next issue of 
BOOKMark!

We hope you enjoy this issue!
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Genocide Convention
This year, we mark the 70th anniversary 
from the signing of the Genocide 
Convention. History presents us 
with too many stark examples of 
how mistakes have been repeated 
over and over, to the detriment of 
thousands and millions of innocent 
lives. Raising consciousness is key to 
ensure a safer, just and more peaceful 
future. The Department of Geography 
and History at the Junior College has 
taken the initiative to this end. Junior 
College staff members and students 
are all encouraged to join us for any 
or all of these events. Thanks


